From: [Redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2010 4:47 PM
To: 'Shora, Kareem'
Subject: RE: Community Concerns Related to Entering Boston Logan
Attachments: CBP DIR 3340-030b Secure detention, transport and escort procedures at POEs.doc; Community Concerns Related to Entering through Boston Port of Entry - NB-AF.DOCX

(b) exaggerates, we both worked on the memo together...thanks to him for his valuable input...

And Kareem, please send Margo CBP's telephone policy as well (see attached, it is referenced in the memo).

Thanks and I hope you both have a terrific holiday season!

---

From: [Redacted] Esq.
Community Engagement Section
Office for Civil Rights & Civil Liberties
US Department of Homeland Security
Washington DC 20528

To: 'Shora, Kareem'
Subject: Community Concerns Related to Entering Boston Logan

Kareem,

Please find attached the memo for Margo on community complaints related to CBP Boston. (b) did such a wonderful job composing this memo. It is still in draft format so you can change some of the wording since you are also preview to the issues and the discussion with the community.

Thanks.

Policy Advisor
Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Washington, D.C.

---
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